
“Expiration dates” 
 
 
My inspiration for this particular essay took place in my bathroom this morning.  Now, before you 
start thinking weird thoughts, let me explain.  As I was exiting the shower and drying off I noticed 
a box of cold tablets lying on the counter next to the sink.  Printed on the edge of the box was the 
expiration date.  It read, “Expires: 08/09”.  It instantly triggered ideas in my head for another short 
essay. 
 
Like most people, I am diligent about checking the expiration dates on food packages as well as 
milk and juice containers in the kitchen.  The last thing I want to do is pour chunky, cottage 
cheese on my frosted breakfast cereal or drink orange juice with cultures of penicillin growing on 
it.  When it comes to checking the expiration dates on medicines, pain relievers, and other such 
things in the medicine cabinet, I score a failing grade. 
 
I’ve been known to take a cold remedy that has exceeded its expiration date.  It may not have the 
full strength capacity it once did when the clerk first placed it on the store shelf, but it managed 
somehow to provide the relief I was in need of.  Some medicines do not retain their power shortly 
after their expiration date, but most seem to work in some capacity. 
 
Expiration dates.  I’ve noticed that people use expiration dates all the time in their lives, 
particularly as they get older.  It’s a sad thing, too.  As people reach certain age plateaus, they 
develop a mindset or attitude that stamps expiration dates on activities, entertainment, on the way 
they think and act and dress.   
 
How many bicycles are hanging in garages collecting dust and cobwebs because their owners 
have reached a certain age and they no longer consider going for a bike ride as an appropriate 
activity for someone “their age”.  How many canoes are lying around in backyards that never see 
a lake, a creek, or a river?  The only water that hits the canoe comes from the sprinkler or the 
rain.  It’s now a haven for rabbits and chipmunks.  Its owner has abandoned it.  Both the bike and 
the canoe were given expiration dates for no good reason at all.  
 
I have neighbors who will only go for a walk inside of a mall!  It can be a glorious spring or 
summer day, yet they go to an indoor mall to walk!  What a pity.  My friend Steve Olson, the one 
responsible for launching my golf career, or, well, whatever, is a runner.  Like myself, he is no 
spring chicken.  Neither of us is 25 years old anymore, but he still runs.  He plans to continue 
running.  Sure, he doesn’t run as fast as he once did.  Like the cold medicine that has gone 
beyond its expiration date, he may not be full strength, but who cares?  He runs, he stays in 
shape, and he enjoys it.  I applaud him. 
 
We may not be able to hit a golf ball as far as we could when we were younger.  Does that mean 
we give up playing the game?  NO!  I use different clubs now.  These clubs are well suited for my 
slower swing.  I still love the game.  I’ll give it up only when I can no longer stand upright. 
 
And, what’s the big idea with expiration dates applied to good taste in clothing and styles?  I’m 
55, but I’ll be dead before I start dressing like many of the 55 year olds I see all around me.  
There is no expiration date on cool.  Dark stretch socks with Bermuda shorts, dress shoes, and a 
pocket tee shirt filled with pens is not cool.  It’s awful.  That type of attire should have expiration 
dates. 
 
I’m not suggesting that we all go bungee jumping or hang gliding or risk our lives doing things we 
would never have done even when we were younger.  We need to open up our minds and let the 
fresh air in.  Get rid of those stereotypes we associate with our age.  Forget about what someone 
else may think.  If they are a fuddy-dud, why should you care what they think?  You should feel 
sorry for them.   
 



Continued 
 
There are no rules that dictate what we can or cannot do when we reach a certain age.  There 
are no codes of conduct commensurate with our age bracket.  Excuse me, but I didn’t see any 
signs posted when I turned 50 saying that I could no longer listen to rock and roll or play sports or 
wear jeans.  There was no instruction manual given to me detailing what kind of clothes and 
shoes were considered appropriate for a person “my age”.  I wasn’t instructed to tone down my 
lifestyle, be low key, and go for a walk inside of a mall.  I know that nobody else was given such a 
manual or saw those signs posted, either. Then, why, do so many people start dishing out 
expiration dates and giving up on life? 
 
There are no expiration dates on biking, walking, running, participating in sports, thinking young, 
dressing cool, and enjoying life to the fullest.  It isn’t a matter of 100% or nothing.  We are a bit 
older, a bit slower, but we are not dead!  We haven’t expired!  Why give up and live as if we 
were?  By the way, don’t forget to check your medicine cabinet.  You may find some really grungy 
things that actually have expired. 
 


